**Visual Fractions Widget Usage**

Write fractions into the widget and then inject an image representing the fraction onto the SMART Notebook page. Choose from pie, squares, bars or spots.

1. Write the desired numerator and denominator using a pen
2. Click the insert button to create a visual representation of the fraction example: $\frac{4}{8}$

Click the Options button to change visual representation options
- **Type**: Choose from Bar, Pie, Dots, or Squares at the visual
- **Colors**: Set the numerator and denominator colors of the visual

**Word Breaker Widget Usage**

Split a word into individual letters by typing or dragging a word into the Word Breaker widget. The letters will be injected onto the SMART Notebook page either in order or randomly - your choice.

1. Type or drag and drop a word into the Word Breaker box
2. Click the Break & Insert button to break the word into individual letters and insert onto the page
   a. Click the Shuffle button to set the letters to insert onto the page in random positions
   b. Click the Shuffle button again to turn off the random inserting

**Create a Word Widget Usage**

Play this word game using your SMART Board Interactive Whiteboard pen. You are given the first and last letter of a word and have to fill in the blanks to create a valid word.

1. Use a pen tool to fill in the missing letter(s)
2. Click Check to see if you are correct
   a. A smiley face will appear if you are correct
3. Click Reset to play again

Options – set the options to change parameters of the game
- **Number of letters in a word** – increase the number of letters up 10 for each word
- **Number of words to display** – increase the number of words to guess up to 5
- **Start with letter** – change the starting letter for the words in the game
- **Words to exclude** – prevent desired words from being correct answers